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I

INTRODUCTION

Historically microradiography was first used to
examine insects and other biological subjects.

The

metallurgist has since very successfully used microradiography for determining such things as;

1) the identi-

fication of constituents, 2) the detection of minute discontinuities and voids, and 4) the distribution, shape,
and size of a second phase.
The most inf0rmative information is obtained from
light elements to which are alloyed elements of higher
atomic weight.

These samplesrequire the least amount of

preparation and do not require very large exposure times.
Pure brasses gi e no results at a11·1n spite of the ease
with which they are prepared.

The reason is that Cu (29)

and the Zn (JO) have similar atomic numbers and therefore
si ilar absorption coefficients.

Brasses alloyed with

heavier elements such as lead readily lend themselves to
micro adiography.
It

s imposs ble to magnify x-ray images in the same

ay that optical images are magnified by lenses.

Micro-

radiography involves the radiography of a thin specimen
on a pho ograph c emulsin
of the imag

produc~.

non estructive
ecim no

wi ha subsequent enlargement
icroradiography is not usually' a

t because it

nvolves

ectioning the

The sample thickness varies from .001 to .040 in
depending upon the metal and purpose of the investigation.
At times a wedge shaped specimen is an advantage since the
exposure will then be less critical.

Successful micro-

radiography depends upon the choice of voltage and wavelength.
A rule of the thumb to use in choosing the correct
voltage is to use the lowest possible voltage that will
produce an image of the internal structure of the sampleo
The microradiograph can be taken by either of two
methods, i.e. contact or transmission and polor projection.

Polor projection requires the use of a small

focal spot tube, and actually has no real advantage for
a well equipped lab.

The contact radiograph can be en-

larged to the same size as the polor projection for a
given film, since the limit to magnification is the grain
size of the film.
Due to the need for high contrast in microradiography
voltages of from 10 -

50 kv are used.

The radiation may

be continuous or monochmatic depending on the purpose of
the inve t gation.

The continuous spectrum is usually

used for detect ng discontinuities or segregation in
alloys wi h constituents of widely differing atomic
number.

t very lo

is very useful
acuum camera

voltages the continuous spectrum

n e ements of low atomic number but a
hold be used to keep absorption at a

m n mum.
-2-

Microradiography is intended to supplement and not
replace the mi roscope.

The chief metallurgical use-

fulness of microradiography is that •i ... i ves a threedimensional view of the specimen, does not depend on
the differential action of etchants but only on varing
absorption coefficients, reveals internal voids and
structure, can be readily interpreted, and in some cases
requires very little specimen preparation.
The next part of this report will be concerned with
the work done by others in the field of microradiography
and the last part will include the experimental work of
the author.
II

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS WORK

This section examines the basic principles of microradiography and gives a summation of this work done by
previous investigationso

A.

Theory
Radiography is based upon the difference in ab-

sorption of x- ays in various parts of the sample.

The

various components, inhomogeneous substances, and voids
show up

1th

if erent contrast on photographic filmo

The contrast depe ds upon the nature of the incident
adiation, the abso

tion coefficient of different parts

of the sample, the grain size of the film, the exposure,

an

the speci en thickness.

-3-

The incident radiation, called x-rays, was discovered

(16)
by Roentgen in

1895, these rays traveled in straight lines

from the source and are not affected by magnetic or electric
fields.

In 1912, the wave nature of x-rays was confined

by Laue by diffracting x-rays from crystals.
The deceleration of electrons striking a target is
a source of x-rays.

X-rays are produced by accelerating

the electrons from a hot filament through a relativly
high voltage and suddenly stopping these electrons with
a suitable target. Coolidge tubes are the most common
device used to produce x-rays.
Absorption, as a function of sample thickness, inclusion thickness and wavelength has been worked out by

(6)
G. L. Clark and W •• Shafer and they show that the absorption difference 11/It (and therefore the contrast)
can be given by the expression;

1J..

=

exp (U2

2

-

U1 X2) (1)

It
where I1 = Intensity of x-ray

after passing through

component 1.
It - Intensity of x-rays after passing through both
co pone ts 1 an
U2 - Abso

2.

tion coefficient of component 2o

u1

= Ab orption coefficient of component 1.

x2

= Thick es

of component present in lesser

volume.
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By examination of this equation it is seen that the

absorption is due to the linear absorption coefficients
and the thickness

x2 but not the thickness of the sample.

Since one knows that the absorption coefficient is
a function of wavelength, it is best to make a graph
showing the variation in

r1/It against wavelength.

This

graph is especially useful if one is going to be doing
considerable work on a particular alloy - for example
Cu - Al.

A plot of this type, for a Cu - Al alloy, is

given on page 734, Vol. 29, Transactions of the American
Society For
B)

etals.

Metallurgical Applications
Microradiography is a very Yaluable tool to the

metallurgist even though it has not fulfilled all the
expectations predicted for ito
microradiography

The expectations for

ere replaced by an even greater interest

1n developing the electron microscopeo

However, the

electron microscope failed to be a complete cure - all
for metallurgical problems and one can still obtain much
valuable

nformat on from mt cr-or-ed.Logr-aphy ,

ome of the potential uses of microradiography are
the follo

ng:

1) ident·fication of constituents present,

2) the detection of segregation, and J) the detection of
m nute discont n
The

ties.

dentif cation of the constituents present is

-5-

probably the greatest use o

m·croradiography.

To

identi-

fy the elements present one simply-has to look in a handbook to obtain the

ifference in absorption of the various

materials present, and then comparing these values with
the degree of ab orpt1on on the various parts of the fflm.
In some cases it might be necessary to compare the absorpthe film, us ng two or more types of

tion, as recorded o

incide t radiation, i.e. Cu Ka and Mo Ka.
pecially true

This is es-

hen more than two components are present

and when some components have very nearly the same absorption coeffic ents for a given wavelength radiation.
Much mo e info mation on the segregation of the components of a system can be obtained from microradiography
than from or inary metallography.

In microradiography

e obtain a three- imensional picture of the specimen,
hereas

nor inary metallography only a surface effect
esults may lead to erroneous con-

s obtained and the

clu ions.
s especially advantageous

ic ora iogr phy

(3)

a ·ning gray cat
many con
an

at o s

he graphite fl ke

ex-

can have

e er bed as plate, flake,

horl,

osette.
a

n

g

ron.

1n

10%

iga
b

re o te
n

using op 1ca

h

that an alloy of 80% Cu, 10% Sn,

as cast condition showed only 2 phases

e ho1 ~)

microradiography of the sue

-6-

specimen "gave a remarkably cle r picture of the dendritic growth of the metal crystals', that was not pre~
sent in the photomicrograph.

The thickness of the spe-

cimen was .002 in.
Minute discontinuities are rea~ily detected by microradiography ~nd sho~ on the negative a~ an intense
black spot.

Microradiography is used quite frequently

in foundry practice for this purpose.

When used to

detect voids and discontinuities a minimum of sample preparation is needed - all that is necessary is a thin sec( 2)
ti on.
C)

ample Pr paration

Many writers said that neither fine polishing nor
etching

as necessary for mieroradiography.

However,

it was found that no results,for some materials, were
obtained with unpolished, unetched specimens.

The Al

igures (3-9) showed no structure until

samples sho n in

etched in Tuckers etch.
ctually almost every author has his own method of
nd recommends· a different thick-

p eparing the sa ple
ness.

Careful exam nat on of equation 1 will explain

the

e variat on

1

thickness selecte

n

pecimen thickness used.

epends upon the purpose of the in-

vestigation and the com- 0s1tion of the metal.

a spec men
cess e

il

osure

The

Too thick

give

uzzy images and will require ex-

i e.

Ho ever, most authors suggested

-7-

thickness of from .005 - .010 i. for Cu and similar
materials, whereas with Al and other light elements one
may use much thicker specimens.

Another type of sample preperation commonly used
is to polish one face then cut off this portion, mount

it in a briquette, cut it down to the desired thickness
in a lathe, and do the final polishing on emery paper.
Chemical and electrolytic methods of reducing the thickness can also be used.

If it is inconvenient to bri-

quette the sample, one can attatch the sample to a flat
surface with solder or de khotinshy cement.
D)

Type of Radiation
The earlier investigators of microradiography con-

fined their work chiefly to light alloys and they used,
long wavelength (lo
equipment.

voltages), thin samples, and vacuum

By doing all of the above they were able to

obtain maximum differential absorption.
igator

Later invest-

demonst ated that characteristic radiation from

a suitable target material could be used just as effectvely as

hite ra iat·on.

here the components

o not differ greatly in atomic
(11)
necessa y to use monoc~romatic radiation.

number it
Th

three pr nc ple

iation are
1)

s

eans of obtaining monochromatic rad-

ol o s:

The use o su table target and filter in an
x-ray tube.
-8-

2)

The use of K-fluoresent radiation obtained by
bombarding a second targ t with the intense
continious spectrum.

3)

Diffracting a certain wavelength off a periodic
crystal at some Bragg angle.

The first of the above named methods gives the more
intense beam but the other two methods give a more monochromatic beam.
A method describing how monochromatic radiation
can be produced by bombarding a material (materials that
are not suitable for work inside the vacuum tube can be
used) with x-rays was de onstrated by T. H. Rodge~!~)
The author claims that fluoresent characteristic radiation with intensities suitable for microradiography
can be produced.

He investigated target materials rang-

= 22)

ing from Ti (Z

to Mo. (Z

= 42),

using vari0us

tube voltages.
)

Type of

ilm

X- ays images can not be magnified in the same sense
that optical

mages are magnified by lenses.

The x-ray

image must first be recorded on photographic film or made
v sible by other
size.

It has bee

ea s.

he chief problem is film grain

found that extremely fine grained

L ppmann emulsio .s

ill permit magnifications of

6659)

thout loss of deta 1 due to graininess.
Unfortunately, the finer the grain size the larger
the expo

re

me

eeded.

-9-

To avoid excessively long

exposure times, a good microradiograph laboratory should
have several grades of film on hand.

McMasters suggests
{11)
using the following photographic materials.

Approx.
Speed

Approx. Max.
Enlargement
(diam.)

100

12

40

35

Fine-grain positive film

7

75

Extremely high resolution plate
(Lippman type)

0.2

Relative

Mater·a1
Lowest-graininess, highest-contrast
type of industrial film (Class I)
ine-grain spectroscopic plate

Table 1.

400

ilm Characteristics

The Lippman type film requires special precautions
in processing.

These films must be processed as soon as

poss.ible in a carefully controled developing procedure.
The films must be protected from dust while drying.

(4)

Bos

suggests using heavy exposures on high density

film and viewing throu0h a special 1000 watt viewer in
or er to obtain adequate contast.
e exposu e ca
elle

Gieger

co

intensity of the

ter can be used to determine the

rans

tted beam.

t of ra 1ation emitted from a tube

he tot
o e ati

be found by trial and error, a

at

k lovoltage is proportional to the

ime the tube is e

rg·zed and the tube current.

o e, we can

t the ex osure is directly proper-

ay

-10-

There-

t1onal to the product of the tube current and the time-.
= MT
= exposure
M = tube current
T = time (sec.)

(2)

(m.a.)

By the use of this equation we can give the exposure
ithout stating the current or the time, but simply their
product.
F)

Other VariablE13 that Influence Microradiography
Besides those items already mentioned there are many

ot er conditions that must be met to obtain satisfactory
microradiographs.

1)

(23)
Voltage and target - R. C. Woods shows how different voltages can give different degrees of contrast.

The

radiation

ifference in contrast from different
as shown by comparing Cu, Mo, and

radiatio.

ost of the data was obtained by us-

ing step tablets.

Considerable latitude is per-

misible in the value of the tube voltage which
makes it

esirable to reach a careful balance

bet -een the econom es of exposure time and con-

trasto

I

However, final judgement on the voltage

range can only be determined by previous expe

e ce

e

2)

ta

to target distance -

(23)

The specimen to

ace depends upon, a) the type of

e

tube,

th a variety of alloys."

)

es ecimen thickness, c) geometrical
-11-

considerations.

The distance should be adjusted

to compromise between the intensity of the beam

and the amount of unsharpness permissible.

(11)
Geomet ical Unsharpness

Fig. 1

u

( 3)

- t
d

eomet ical unsharpness.

whee Ug -

3)

e

C

uation 1 gives the variation of

t ·c ness w th contrast.

incl
0

he

h

C

0

However,

the

thicknes

is exposure time, and

ust be

uch that the sample can

- 2-

be exposed in a "reasonable' time.

The sample

thickness should be decreased as the atomic
number (and absorption) increases.

4)

Type of

aterial - The materials most often used

by previous investigators and which proved to be

best suitable are;

a) light metals, b) alloys -

especially those with elements differing widely
in atomic number, c) lead.ed brass, d) cast iron,
e) small welds, and f) naval M bronze.

5)

Protection -

X-rays are very dangerous to human

health and they must be given due respect.

Rad-

iant energy imparted to living tissue can result
in damage or destruction of the cells.

The per-

missible dosage of various people is well illustrated by

cMasters on page 26.2.

The average

(11)

safe dosage is about 25 milli roentgens per week.
The

oentgen 1s that amount of radiation that

will produce 1 esu of electricity in 1 cm3 of
standard air.
By proper mon tor ng with such equipment as

pocket dos meters and film badges safe working
con it o
hazar

can easily be assured.

f o

The radiation

m c oradiography is not too great

beca se of the low voltages used, since the resulti

o g wavelength is readily absorbed.

- 3-

The high absorption o

lead permitts thin pieces

of lead to be very effective in absorption.

6)

Special Types of Microradiography Tried - a)
(20)

J. J. Trilliat describes two ways of using se-

condary photoelectrons to obtain microradiographs.
One of these methods will give only a surface
effect so that only the

urface is utilized in

taking the microradiographs.

The other method

is more acceptable for extremely thin specimens.
This second method consists of placing a thin
metal foil over the specimen and film.
strike

X-rays

he thin metal foil and cause the emmis-

ion of photoelectrons which then pass through
the specimen and on to the photographic film.

In bothof these methods the film must be more
sensitive to photoelectrons than x-rays.
b) A mic oradiography method for the distribution of distortions in single crystals is
0
d·scussed by C •• LucAl )and the magnitude of
isto tons is shown in his article.

these

III

The
me ical

echnique em loye, and the conversion of the

-ray

ni

iscussed in this portion of the

are

report.
)

)

A

a

ts -

he

ask of assembling the apparatus
-14-

presented no unusual difficulties.

After deciding which

parts were necessary and which could be discarded, all
that was necessary was to put the various pieces in place
and to connect the machine to a 220 volt, 1 phase A.C.
line.
2)

Protection -

Due to the great hazard of any

radiation adequate protection for the~erator had to be
provided.

For this purpose a lead case, to enclose the

specimen and film,

as built.

The resulting enclosure

proved to be radiation tight to both a dosimeter and a
gieger counter.

Lead gloves, aprons and glasses are

avaliable in the laboratory for further protection.

3)

Film Holder -

For recording the radiograph onto

the film, without exposing the film to light, some film
and specimen holders were constructedo

The specimen

could be placed in contact with film and wrapped in a
double thickness of black papero
ness it was then
paper,

To insure light tight-

rapped in a heavier folded sheet of

hich was f nally placed in a lead backed card-

board hole.

The preceeding procedure produced a good

specimen - f lm co

act

1th no danger of having the film

e posed by anythin

othe

than the x-rays.

The dental

x-ray film ava lab e in the laboratory comes already

w appe
4)

n a 1 ght
Block

gt packageo

- In o
t

es to be var e,

lock

of v

ou

le

er for the target to film thickas necessary to construct wooden
that could be fitted into the

-15-

specimen and film shieldo
of 4", 8', and 11

4.5" x 4.5" blocks of lengths

ere constructed so that they fit into

the 20' long lead shield.

By using various combinations

of blocks, a variety of source to film distances can be
obtained.

The x-ray tube housing and a one mm thick sheet

of aluminum limit the minimum distance to about 6 in.

5)

Maximum Tube Exposure - Before using the apparatus

it was necessary to determine the maximum allowable exposure without burning up the tube.

The tube is air cool-

ed and therefore could easily be overheated.

An exposure

chart showing the maximum allowable exposure for each voltage setting was procured from the operating instructions
for the machine and was placed near the controls.
Operating at 40 Kv this chart recornends a maximum
exposure of 120 sec at 40 milli-amp.

For smaller volt-

ages the allo able exposure would be much longer.

How-

ever, the chart does not include values lower than 40 Kv.
B)

Sample Preparation

The preparat·on of the samples proved to be one of
the mo
wa

d f

c lt

a

s encountered until some experience

obt ined.
Cutting of a

h n sample with a jewelers saw proved

to be ve y un atisfactory because it was near impossible
to make a cut o

e e

h1ckness.

The best method found

to prepa e the sec

en consisted of; 1) leveling up one

su fac

e, 2) polishing this surface with

h

e 1

-16-

successively finer grades of emery paper (from 2 through
000), 3) cutting off a thin specimen, and 4) polishing

the freshly cut surface.
The best method used to cut off the thin section
as provided

by the milling machine.

The polished sur-

as protected from scratches by coVering it with

face

lens paper.

The protected surface was then placed in the

chucks of the milling machine and the other faces were
square

ai

up.

protecting the polished surface, a

groove was milled in the block leaving the desired thick(2)

ness as shown in

re 3.

1

pecimen thickness of about

.030 in. could be easily obtained if the material was not

extremely brittle.

Several samples of brittle material

were ruined by this method.
able, metho

is to place the specimen in a precision cut-

off wheel an

cut off the desired thickness.

The fr shly cut
then be

urface of the thin specimen could
he correct thickness and polishedo

educed to

vorable in reducing the thickness.

Two methods p ove

Th

t

n
SU

attatc
t

ib e

t

o a 1 "briquette with on
I

or duce the t
the

attach

h

ther

as to turn up one corner of the sample

ho

e gl e.

lo

ith

An alternate, more favor-

drop of a

as one is careful, it is poss-

0

ckne son the sander without disalt rnate method was to firmly

le
sam

e to

o,

o

p

ce of metal with a flat surface

hot plastic.

-17-

A lathe could then be

used to reduce the sample thickness.

n
S11MPL.t.

Fig. 2

ethod of obtaining correct thickness

hen a sample of the desired thickness is obtained

it can be polished on emery paper.

Naturally, the pur-

pose of the investigation will determine the degree of
polishing.

If the sample is not mounted one can polish

it by simply allo
and then han

ng the sample to stick to the finger

pol sh it with successively finer grades

of emery pa e.

Ate

considerable experience has been

gained, one can pre are a sample in about 2½ hours.
e uc1ng the th c ness by chemical means proved to
be entirely un a
by chemical
occu e.

ean,

eviou ly

by cov r

u e metals considerable difficulty
ue Io localized attack.

o
0

hen alloys were reduced

e erential attack of certain phases

ven

as encounte e

re olishe

o y.

c

o e e,
a

Further, the

ecame pitted and had to be
s difficulty could be avoi ed
th wax before imm rsing it in the

- 8-

etchant.
C)

Preliminary Tests

Before the actual preformance of this experiment,
considerable preparatory work was done in testing, calculating, and selecting various i terns •.
1)

Sensitivity of Apparatus -

Some results on the

sensitivity of the aparatus was found by accident.

In

using the film holders prepared by the author, it was found
that a small piece of adhesive tape used in holding the
ends toge her showed through very clearly on the film.
The tape showed through so clearly that the individual
fibers could be seen.
2)

Voltage

election -

Several authors of previous

works stated that the amount of structurs visible depends
on the voltage.
best results for

Only one author, however, said that the
hite radiation would be obtained by us-

ing the minimum voltage possible without having excessively long exposu e times.
think the

'VOl ta

ma t1c rad·at1on.
voltage used

ing.

I

a

ore a pl, a

on the secon a
1

e was not important when using monochor-

2,000 =

us ng the medical x-ray unit the

obt ine

ing by 10,000 an

Most investigators seemed to

o

by multiplying the primary read-

in

2,000 times the secondary read-

ea ing of 1 on the primary and 1
give a voltage of 1 x 10,000

2 000 volts.

-19-

3)

xposure -

The correct exposure was determined

by trial and error but a gieger counter could have been
used and would have saved time in determining the correct
exposure.

By using the x-ray absorption law some useful

information can be obtained in determining the correct
thickness to be used without having excessively long exposure times.

When using white radiation the best we can

do is to approximate the absorption coefficient.
One knows that the minimum wavelength (Am) is given
by the expression:

I\ m

= 12,400

voltage
The maximum in the intensity versus wavelength
curve appears at about 1.3 times

Am and we can assume

that this is a good average value for the wavelength.
For copper samples, with the voltage= 12,000 volts

l\m

= 12,400

0

= lA

12,000

J\ (avg)

1. ,3 X

=

li

0

=

1.JA

therefore u/p = 50
I/Io - exp (-50 x 8.93 x 2.54 x t) = exp (-1100 t)
or I/Io to be le s than 10
less than .010

4)

o

9

,S

square and them xim

n

_ istance - The maximum enlarge-

l_

metrical unsharpne

u

, t for Cu should be

•

ou ce

ment available

-6

o

'

to

e can limit the maximum geo-

.OJ

mm.

The focal spot is

ckness t would be 1/16 in.

equatio_ 3)
=

3.5 mm

hl

x 1/16

.03
-20-

=

7.4 in

By

Therefore, at enlargements of 9X one should not go
below a source to film distance of

7.4 in, but for smaller

enlargements smaller distances may be used up to the 6 in.
minimum allowed by the design of the unit.

5)

Film Selection - There are available in the

laboratory two types of film.

The standard radiographic

film is very fast and can be used for a maximum enlargement of about 4 -

5x.

The dental x-ray film is much

finer grained and could be used for enlargements of about

50 - 75X.

The speed of the dental film is much slower

and is est·mated to be about 1/10 as fast as the standard
ead numbers are available so that the

radiographic.

samples can be kept in order.
D)

Discussion of Results

To determine the effectivness of the technique, both
pure metals and alloys were tested.
were Al and

g,

The pure metals used

hereas the alloys tested were Cu - Si

and Al - Cu.
ppendix

g ves the experimental data used to obtain

the radiographs o
1)
penix B

St dy o

. pen ix B.
ure

ive t

etals -

Figures 3 to 9 in ap-

ographs and photographs of

3, an enlarged photograph

pure Al samples.

n

of the specimen,

e grain boundaries are clearly visi~ le

ure

-21-

without having to resort to x-rays.
was etched, (Tuckers etch,

Before the sample

15 min) several radiographs

were taken and no structure showed through.

The first

successful microradiograph, Figure 4, was obtained after
the sepecimen was etched and the structure was already
visible.

The microradiogram shown in Figure 4 was taken

on standard radiographic film enlarged to 4.6X.

The

graininess of the film is readily apparent in the film
at this magnification

hich would place a~ upper limit

of 5X on the maximum enlargement with this film.
By contrast

igure 5 is a radiograph of the same

specimen taken on dental x-ray film.

Careful examination

of Figure 5 sho s noatch film graininess showing through.
However, it took 16 times the exposure to obtain Figure

5 than Figure 4.
thicker specimen of the same aluminum is photographed in Figure 6.

Again the specimen had to be deep-

ly etched in Tucke s etch before the microradiograph

would show up the gains.

The grains show up in the

microradiograph due to a different absorption at the grain
boundr es.

The cos -hatched marks on the left of Figure

6 are due to ma
men back to
bent up to

s 1eft by the vice in bending the speci-

flats rface.

te easier handling and polishing.

ac

Careful ex

Th·s portion was originally

1

they are note act

at·on of
the

1gures 7 and

8 will show

ame (be ides being inverted in
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Figure 8 was exposed almost 4 times as much

enlarging).

7 to the x-rays and shows a slightly different

as Figure

absorption of x-ray within the grains.

That is, Figure

8 has some small light spots inside the grains not pre-

7.

sent in Figure

Figure 9 was included to again show the variation
in film grain size.

Note that at a smaller magnification

of J.6X the film's grains are not nearly so apparent.
The photograph in Figure 10 is a Mg sample of unknown purity.

One can readily see the structure in the

photograph but no structure of any kind was obtained in
any of the many radiographs taken.

The author believes

this is due to the excitation voltage used, since the
minimum voltage obtainable with the medical x-ray unit
was 12 Kv.

Lower voltages will, I believe, produce the

structure on a m1croradiograph.
formed using Cu

An experiment was per-

a, radiation from another apparatus but

this also failed to produce any structure.
Most of the small black spots present in Figures

3 to 9 are
2)

Cu

St

nd 12.0g

agitationo

las

ue to
y

C

0

1

llo

l.

n the film.

- S1

lloys - An alloy of 182.5g

e te

1.n a pot furnace with thorough

or t e severe oxidation of Si, this

should pro uce an alloy of about
sample, about .028

4%

Si

The first test

n. thick, would not radiograph even

-23-

under excessively long exposure times.
hand edge of

The upper left·

he specimen did show up some dendritic

growth, which could be due to a segregation of the Si.
The sample

as then placed in a solution of

nitric acid to reduce the thickness.
very unwise d·cision.

30%

This proved to a

The portion of the sample show-

ing slight dendritic structure developed holes and pits.
The sample

as repolished to a thickness of about .018

to .019 in. and ra 1ographed.
Figure 11 is a photograph of the specimen after it
was repolishe

to .018 to .019 in. (notice the pitting in

the upper left han

corner).

The microradiographs of this

igures 12, 13, and 14.

specimen are sho n in

The seg-

egation is shown in Figure 12 at the lower left hand

By ove ex osing the specimen it was possible to

corner.

obtain the structure vis ble in Figure 13.

Because of

he severe darkness of the overexposed negative, enlargement

as very d1ff1cult and even the weak dendritic

gro
1

h sho n

e

eq

o s the structure vis ble when the

e •
snot ove

lm

nothe

0

long exposure times with and en-

4g

as a ded to the Cu - Si alloy an

0

he

a

melt

0

0

he

al

ot

e

e

e e

he sho

nduction furnace.

The oxidat-

o noticable this time (because of
o met the alloy) and the alloy
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produced is believed to be a out

6 - 7% Si.

The brittle-

ness of this alloy wold indicate two phases are present.
The photograph and microradiograph of this alloy are
shown in Figures 15 and 16.

The microradiograph shows

dendritic growth, whereas the photograph does not.

3)

Study of Al - Cu Alloys -

The Al - Cu alloys

proved to be very satisfactory for microradiographs.
In all cases the enlarged photograph showed no signs
of Cu present,

hereas the microradiograph showed the

distribution of the Cu very well.
shown are

All the Al - Cu alloys

netched.

The photograph of a 96% Al - 4% Cu alloy is shown
in Figure

17.

The corre ponding microradiography is
The black phase is the Cu.

shown 1n Figure 18.
are apparent

1n

both the microradiogram

Voids

and the photograph

(white spots on the microradiogram), but it is readily
een that many more voids are present in the micr radiogram.
The next al oy studied was a 93% Al - 7% Cu alloy.
Probably the best

esults were obtained with this alloy.
1gure 19 appears to be little

The photograph sho
iff

en

ra iogra

copper as

th n
of

7, but the corresponding micro-

e

re 20 shows dendritic growth in the

ell as

·stribution of the Cu.

he

areas are due to uneve
The

e ults s

33% Cu a loy
n

20.

qu

0

e

n

The light

ample thickness.
n Figure 21 and 22 for a 67% Al en ially the thins as Figures19
a

ams show this alloy to contain
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two phases.

o information on the number of phases

present can be obtained from the photograph, but the
microradiograph shows the two phases very well.

The

preparation of this sample did present many difficulties
because of its brittleness. ·
)

Conclusion

By far the best results were obtained using Al - Cu
alloys.

One would the

conclude that microradiography is

best suited for alloys with components having large differences in ato

1c

number.

The results obtained from pure aluminum could be interpreted as being due to the different etching characteristics of the etchant, as well as the differences in
absorption fro

the grain boundaries.

That is, the

tchant attached some grains more than others with a
sul

fe ence 1n thickness all across the sample.

ng d

The copper samples when alloyed with small amoun1B of
ilicon showe

dend

tic growth, whereas pure copper did

not.
Thee ·s

o do bt that the microradiograph technique

value to the

is o

pictu e to

up le

e picture o
can be used
h

va

e allurgist.

A three-deminsional

nt the photomierographs should give a

cos ructure.

Microradiography

he e etchants can not differentiate between

ous co

o

o

here no etchant can be found
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suitable for a particular alloy.
At the lo

voltages used in the tests the white

radiation proved to be as good as monochromatic radiation.
The monochromatic radiation is useful in that higher voltages, and thus lower exposure times, can be used.
The greatest difficulty was in producing a sample of
even thickness.

This difficulty could be overcome by the

experimenter as he acquired more experience in polishing.
Some small parts could be radiographed with a minimum of
sample preparation.
F)

1)

Suggestions for Future Work

Build a vie er to view the film at a variable

magnification under very strong light.
then be overexposed and viewed.

The film could

A previous investigator

(4)
has obtained very good results from this method.
2)

Buil

an adaptor on to the medical unit capable

of producing monochromatic _radiation by one of the methods
outlined ·n sect·on II part D.

3)

xam ne sma 1 parts and other materials with the
e cracks, voids, and segregation.

apparatus to dete

4)

U e m

C

and ma nitu e of
by the WO k of C

oradiography to study_ the distribution
isto tion in single crystals as outlined

(13)

0

Lucht.
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96% Cu - 4%
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Fig.

15
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